Simply Sensational!

The new and unique Apex window blind

Apex blinds... a unique way to
furnish your windows!
The Apex window blind
represents a unique way to
furnish your windows and
creates a whole new dimension
to interior design
This high impact window dressing looks
great in any window, large or small - lounge
areas, dining rooms, bedrooms, kitchens
and even conservatories. All these interiors
will be enhanced by the installation of Apex
window blinds.
The contemporary, strong lines of the
50mm pleats provides a clean and elegant
look that opens up new decorating
possibilities for the modern home.
There is minimal stack height when the
blind is up for even greater light control
during the day, and then when down the
Apex fabrics look absolutely stunning.
Apex blinds are sure to satisfy all tastes
and co-ordinate with the current design
trends, as well as providing superior sun
protection in summer and extra insulation
in winter.

Apex window blinds, stylish &
contemporary.

Apex Bali Black

“The unique, oversized pleats create a stylish and
contemporary look that co-ordinates perfectly with current
interior design schemes.”

Create a stunning effect...
...and save money with thermal efficient window blinds
Cooler in summer and
warmer in winter...
Each of our fabrics has been
tested and given an energy rating
classification of 1, 2 or 3.
1: High level of insulation and energy
save up to 11%* per year on energy
bills
Thermal efficient fabrics

2: Good level of insulation - save up
to 9%* per year on energy bills
3: These fabrics will save up to 8%*
of your yearly energy bills.
* Figures based on a 3 bed single
glazed detached home. Ask your
window blind supplier for more details
Potential home energy savings using
Louvolite fabrics

Excellent insulating properties

Cooler in summer

Warmer in winter
Apex: Aura Gold

The window on the left has energy
saving window blinds installed, providing
insulation and reducing energy wastage.

Make a Statement...
...with dramatic Apex window fabrics that will transform any room
Enhance your blind with...

Cords: Matching the fabric.

Cords: Contrasting with the fabric

Wooden bottom bar: Snowberry

Cassette: White painted finish

Cassette: Co-ordinating colour
fabric. (Fabric wraps around the
face of the aluminium cassette)

Cassette: Contrasting fabric.
(Contrasting fabric wraps around
the face of the aluminium cassette)

Operating Chain: to co-ordinate
or contrast with the fabric colour.
All fitted with easy break
connectors for child safety.

White

Beige

Brown

Silver Metal

Black

(Cord blends into the fabric colour)

Wooden bottom bar: Limed Oak

Child Safety
Apex blinds for your living room - Bali

Safety in the home is a primary concern
for us all especially where young children
are concerned, so to minimise the risk of
unfortunate accidents we recommend the use
of child safety options on all Apex blinds such
as cord and chain tidy, cord and chain cleat,
bell toggle and easy break chain connectors.

(Cord is emphasised against the fabric
colour). Wooden bottom bar: Black

Apex Panama Olive

Apex Ravel White

To find your nearest Louvolite Apex Blind
distributor contact:
Louvolite Customer Services
T:0161 882 5050 F:0161 882 5059
E:sales@louvolite.com www.louvolite.com

